
 

     THE CITY is an LVCA dvd donation to the Ligonier Valley Library. It is 

reviewed below by Kino Ken. 

 

United States   1939   black-and-white   44 minutes   live action short 

documentary   American Documentary Film, Inc. / American Institute of 

Planners / Carnegie Corporation of New York    

Producers: Henwar Rodakiewicz, Oscar Serlin 

 

18 of a possible 20 points                                       ****1/2 of a possible *****    

Key: *indicates outstanding technical achievement 

Points: 

            Direction: Ralph Steiner and Willard Van Dyke 

2          Editing: Theodore Lawrence* 

2          Cinematography: Ralph Steiner* and Willard Van Dyke* 

            Camera Operator: Ralph Barlow* 

2          Scenario: Henwar Rodakiewicz from an outline by Pare Lorentz 

            and commentary written by Lewis Mumford 

1          Lighting 

2          Locations (Greenbelt, Maryland; Manhattan, New York City,  

            New York; and Homestead, Pennsylvania) 

2          Music: Aaron Copland*   Orchestration Assistant: Henry Brant* 

2          Narrator: Morris Carnovsky* 

1          Sound 

2          Creativity 

2          Insightfulness 

18 total points 

 



     In 1939, a film promoting urban planning through suburban “green” 

towns was commissioned by the American Institute of Planners. When 

finished, it played for two years at the New York World’s Fair, receiving 

acclaim from both critics and visitors.  

     Its development was a troubled one. Directors Ralph Steiner and  

Willard Van Dyke attempted to create a cinematic masterpiece. On the other 

hand, Lewis Mumford’s basic commentary, out of which a narrative was 

constructed, urged adoption of a specific government policy to relocate 

workers from inner city to surrounding greenbelt. The result was guerilla 

warfare between filmmakers and urban planners, with the former resorting 

to reassembling material after screenings of rushes with the latter in 

attendance. The goal was to intentionally mislead social philosophers about 

actual film content. 

     Structurally, this release is tripartite. The first section, shot in  

Shirley Center, Massachusetts, presented an agrarian, nineteenth-century 

New England community in which manual labor and collective effort provided 

optimal satisfaction. Decisions came about through democratic votes in town 

meetings. There, each individual present could voice his or her concerns. 

Hierarchy had less value than cooperation.  

     However, as related scenes show quite clearly, women had no input. 

Nobody bothered consulting with teens about their inclinations, either. 

Special interest lobbies were nonexistent. Due to relatively slow 

transportation, local custom predominated in determining citizen behavior.   

     All these traditions underwent modification in the first half of the 

twentieth century. Blacksmiths became supernumeraries as cars replaced 

horses. Advances in machinery eliminated many human farm jobs. With 

expanding population and electricity now harnessed for lighting, more 

factory workers were needed to fill rising numbers of jobs and shifts. 

Industrial production soared. More dangerous positions in steel mills and 

coal mines paid better than safer farm employment. Women with high school 

or college degrees started looking for positions outside the home. They 

sought opportunities to use what they learned and hoped to acquire capital 

of their own.  

     These changes are reflected in THE CITY’s second part. Here, New England 

pastorals representing the American past give way to the hectic pace and 

ear-dunning sounds of a contemporary Manhattan. People in the present 

rush everywhere: to breakfast, to the office, even to a weekend retreat at the 

beach, a race slowed considerably by the jumble of vehicles clogging roads 

out of town. Precooked food is gulped, arrivals and departures set by 



automatic clocks, children often left unsupervised on city streets to find their 

own amusements. Instead of considering what might be best for all, urban-

dwellers put a priority on competitive individualism.  

     Faster is better, express best of all. Automobiles, trains, trucks, buses — 

all are operated at ever-mounting speeds, making streets and railway 

crossings more and more precarious for pedestrians.  

     At the same time emphasis on manufactures overshadow conservation 

and ecology. Smokestack America is in the ascendant. Polluted air and water 

threaten health, swollen classes of immigrants cram understaffed schools, 

accidents on the job multiply exponentially because of bypassed training 

classes and safety devices.  

     This is the present metropolitan jungle, one sociologists and architects 

alike perceive as needing urgent reform. Still photographs of begrimed 

toddlers, smoggy air, filthy slum streets, and stickball players challenged by 

drivers parade before eyes of viewers. Problems are obvious. Do they have 

solutions? 

     According to the third section of the film, these dilemmas can all be fixed 

and improved. How? Entice folks back out to the country. Establish home lots 

with large yards where children can play safely and breathe fresher air. 

Replace instant foods with home-cooked meals incorporating plenty of fruits 

and vegetables from local farms. Create bike paths and centers of education 

within walking distance of roomier residences. Use natural light coming 

through French windows and patio-style doors that can be easily opened 

from inside instead of artificial illumination, proliferating fanlights, and solid 

brick walls. Reintegrate people with nature as allies rather than enemies. Let 

men and women enjoy living, not merely endure excessive hours cooped up 

in closed cubicles or gated, dimly-lit industrial plants.  

     Two model towns incorporating such enhancements are presented for 

audience consideration: Radburn, New Jersey and Greenbelt, Maryland. 

Residents look healthier, more cheerful, far less tense than downtown 

counterparts in Manhattan scenes. Instead of grim wooden shacks clinging 

precariously to hillsides, jostling each other for space in a world of gray 

smokiness, residents of Radburn and Greenbelt enjoy recreational 

opportunities at no daily fee on uncrowded basketball courts and 

welcomingly clean outdoor swimming pools. Teacher-pupil ratios are small, 

quite a contrast with jammed city schools. New labor-saving electrical 

devices in these prototype suburbs make daily household tasks easier and 

less time-consuming. Moms can devote larger amounts of time to socializing, 

planning, learning.  



     Of course, dads have longer daily commutes. Offsetting those are 

nutritious suppers and breakfasts, as well as beneficial evening and weekend 

hikes. Then there are sports activities with family members and neighbors, 

cycling excursions on unobstructed asphalt paths, short walks to a nearby 

library or theater for cultural enlightenment. 

     Given a choice, who would prefer the dingy old ratrace in oppressive, 

crammed labyrinths of steel girder, discolored curtains, and stinking sewers? 

Squeezing a maximum populace into minimal dwelling space marginally 

outside workplaces is no recipe for happiness. The future is a return to the 

past in at least four key respects. It will be cleaner, friendlier, better 

organized, less cluttered.    

     Yes, visual material selected for inclusion in this documentary is quite 

lopsided. Ethnic minorities are invisible. Why? Because in 1939,  

standardization and assimilation were cherished American virtues. 

     It is also true aural material is manipulated by sound recorders and the 

film’s composer to reinforce a concept of quiet farmstead opposing 

clamorous cityscape. Aaron Copland’s frenetic, spiky discords accompanying 

the middle portion of THE CITY suggest a hyperkinetic population dashing 

blindly to doom, a looming apocalypse of harried humans confronting 

inevitable mechanical meltdown. 

     Is THE CITY merely a mirror of its time? Hardly.  

     Why watch it now?  

     First, because it reflects so well the mood of a country beset with social 

difficulties still optimistically seeking productive solutions. Hope for a better 

future will soon successfully triumph over cynical despotism in a conflict 

testing the endurance and principles of this nation and its overseas allies. 

     Second, THE CITY has one of the most distinctive and potent music scores 

ever recorded. Its restoration for this Naxos dvd release once again lets 

auditors hear and relish a landmark attainment in film music. 

     Third, THE CITY showcases the thrilling vigor of montage editing, linking 

visuals and ideas together in combinations engaging both brain and eye 

simultaneously. 

     Fourth, THE CITY reminds audiences of what American cities looked like 

yesterday and how they might yet appear tomorrow. Deficiencies  

highlighted by the film are still dogging megalopolises today. Potential 

repairs cited by Morris Carnovsky in an impassioned, subjective narration 

could well be ripe for reconsideration.  

     Fifth, THE CITY imposes humanity inescapably on spectators. Even though 

individuals appearing onscreen remain anonymous, this very obscurity 



makes them suitable substitutes for viewers. Nemo can become Anyman. A 

bond between who is seen and who is watching becomes firmly established.  

     Camerawork is impressive, displaying no sign of being outmoded. While 

lighting and sound do show some deterioration in quality, both are still 

within the range of comfortable acceptability.  

     Copland’s music is strong, direct, atmospherically persuasive.  

     Much less so a car wreck concluding the sequence of images depicting a 

weekend retreat to Nature. That spectacle flaunts absurd visual 

sensationalism.  

     Though some of THE CITY’s narrative is aggressively partisan, its chief 

theses remain cogent and defensible. American cities have become 

overcrowded. American inner city schools do not match those of suburbs in 

achievement or effectiveness. Time Management Theory yields higher 

productivity and generates lower job satisfaction. Organic food is healthier 

than synthetic, chemically-altered substitutes. Libraries, cultural centers and 

recreational facilities should be accessible for all families, properly funded, 

maintained, and promoted. As written, the narration is neither glib nor 

misleading.  

     Embedded pro-union sentiment, no longer fashionable, nonetheless 

affirms cohesiveness over fragmentation. Better to stick together than fall 

apart. 

     Key scenes worth remembering are Bob Sommers trying to fix a flat 

bicycle tire, street urchins playing in slums, a New England haywagon, 

women swapping news in a beauty parlor, belching factory smokestacks, 

lunches being devoured frantically in midday, boys with fishing poles off for 

an unmonitored excursion, bumper to bumper creep along a coastal highway, 

a new cloverleaf intersection not yet tested by tandem trailers. 

     In highly appropriate black-and-white, THE CITY is an intriguing short 

documentary film quite educational for family viewing so long as the family 

consists exclusively of teens and parents. It’s somewhat too violent in car 

accident scene and transition from nineteenth to twentieth century labor for 

preteens. 

     The current Naxos dvd release includes as bonus a short documentary 

titled WHICH PLAYGROUND FOR YOUR CHILD: GREENBELT OR GUTTER? 

produced by Video Art Productions for the Greenbelt Museum in Greenbelt, 

Maryland. That live action supplemental film runs fifteen minutes. It is 

blatantly partisan and otherwise undistinguished in either content or 

cinematic qualities. 



     Another special feature is the original soundtrack with Morris Carnovsky’s 

agitated narration. Carnovsky fans will love it. Others beware. 

     A third extra consists of a twenty-nine minute interview of Joseph 

Horowitz by George Stoney, himself a documentary film-maker. It explores 

in greater depth circumstances leading to creation of THE CITY and  

aesthetic choices which counterbalanced philosophical and political ones to 

produce the final hybrid which has been inducted into the National Film 

Registry of the Library of Congress. 

 

     Thanks to the University of Virginia’s website at 

http://xroads.virginia.edu and Jay Carr’s article for Turner Classic Movies at 

http://www.tcm.com for background information about film locations, cast 

member identification, and conflicts between funders and filmmakers. Also 

Kino Ken wishes to express gratitude to Howard Gillette, Jr. for his article 

“Film as Artifact: THE CITY” from 1977 at 

https://journals.ku.edu/index.php/amerstud.article/viewFile2289/2248  

which identified the New England town in THE CITY’s opening portion as 

Shirley Center, Massachusetts.              

http://xroads.virginia.edu/
http://www.tcm.com/
https://journals.ku.edu/index.php/amerstud.article/viewFile2289/2248

